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Abstract
In times of social media, crisis managers can
interact with the citizens in a variety of ways. Since
machine learning has already been used to classify
messages from the population, the question is, whether
such technologies can play a role in the creation of
messages from crisis managers to the population. This
paper focuses on an explorative research revolving
around selected machine learning solutions for crisis
communication. We present systematic literature
reviews of readability assessment and text
simplification. Our research suggests that readability
assessment has the potential for an effective use in
crisis communication, but there is a lack of sufficient
training data. This also applies to text simplification,
where an exact assessment is only partly possible due
to unreliable or non-existent training data and
validation measures.

1. Introduction
Successful Crisis Communication (CC), be it in
the wake of natural hazards, terrorist attacks or other
comparable critical emergency situations, requires a
rapid exchange of critical information between all
actors involved in the crisis to respond accurately and
timely in the given situation [25]. The aim is always to
ensure the highest possible protection of the affected
population [18, 52]. A prerequisite is that there is no
confusion in the CC dialogue [35]. Researchers found
that the process of cognitive message processing has
so far played a subordinate role in CC [4, 49]. In the
context of warning messages explicit reference was
made to the lack of knowledge regarding the optimal
message length, design and content [4, 62]. Since
machine learning (ML) techniques for processing
messages are considered an established tool in
research and practice [e.g. in 44, 78], the question is,
whether such technologies can also play a key role in
CC in order to effectively communicate with the
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public. In this paper machine learning refers to ability
of artificial intelligence systems “to acquire their own
knowledge, by extracting patterns from raw data” [19]
Our central research question is: Which functions of
ML-driven readability assessment and text
simplification can be applied to support crisis
communication?
The required information varies from very generic
(such as key facts about the event), to very specific
questions (such as local availability of water pumps to
dry basements). Besides the content perspective, the
requirements for successful CC can also vary
depending on the phase of the crisis management
lifecycle. Warnings inform about upcoming short- and
long-term threats and can contain behavioral
instructions to minimize harm. Thus, warnings are
useful not only during the preparation but also during
the actual response phase. Though, requirements for
CC differ in terms of urgency and target audience.
Initial responses in the Covid-19 crisis included
information about the origin of the virus and measures
to be taken by the population to reduce the spread of
the virus. Even nine months after the occurrence of
SARS-CoV-2, reminders from governmental agencies
to comply with existing hygiene regulations are
prominent in public discourse [11]. Thus, drifts from
early-warnings to educational CC messages can be
observed when entering the recovery and
rehabilitation phase. Last but not least, CC during the
mitigation phase can have a fundamental impact on
increasing risk-awareness on community level (see
e.g. [47]).
Several generic characteristics or requirements
for successful CC have been discussed in past works
[4, 27, 34, 49, 62, 72]. Strengthening confidence in the
sender of the message, and the willingness to
cooperate are considered as overall objectives [7, 28].
Further, the messages should be sent at the right
moment depending on the circumstances of the current
crisis situation [34, 72]. Both, the source and the
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content should appear credible to the recipient,
correspond to reality and be free from contradictions
[6, 7, 28]. The messages should be comprehensive
without omitting key information [34]. The applied
language should be as clear and simple as possible,
without jargon, and understandable by anyone,
including readers with language skills between the
sixth and eighth grade [27, 40, 70]. In the following
chapter, we present the applied methodology. Chapter
3 and 4 portray the results of these exploratory
literature reviews on readability assessment (RA) and
text simplification (TS). The findings are discussed in
chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes and mentions
limitations of the findings.

2. Research Methods and Related Work
Our work is built upon a preceding systematic
literature review on the requirements of effective crisis
messages from crisis managers to the population in
text form. It is based on the guidelines of Templier for
“conducting rigorous IS literature reviews.” [64]. We
assigned the final requirements for crisis messages to
three different categories. The first requirement

category dealt with the linguistic understanding of the
message. There are two requirements of this category
relevant for this article: On the one hand the
comprehensibility of the text through simple language
[34]; on the other hand, the completeness of the
message without losses of information relevant to the
receiver. Message framing, the second category, deals
with the impact of the words chosen on the readers’
attitude. Lastly, the components and content order in
the context of warning messages defined the last main
category. A summary of the research process is given
in Figure 1.
Our three main requirement categories of this
review served as the foundation to identify ML tasks
that could possibly support crisis message generation.
An ML task defines the “terms of how the machine
learning system should process [a collection of
measured features] [19].” Three task categories were
selected to assign fitting ML tasks for the requirement
categories: The classification of data based on a
certain characteristic, the modification of data and the
automatic creation of texts without a given scripture.
The task classes shown in Table 1 were derived from
two literature reviews and an article identified during

Figure 1. Reviewing process machine learning in crisis communication
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the crisis message requirements review [23, 41, 63].
Three tasks, readability assessment, text simplification
and content classification have also been identified via
the same three publications. Readability assessment
(RA) and text simplification (TS) were selected for a
detailed analysis. Marked in Table 1, those tasks
reflect the goals of assessing respectively adjusting
text difficulty. Content analysis was not further
analyzed, because it was researched extensively in the
context of crisis management and social media, for
example to classify tweets [23]. The third class
(creation) was also not investigated further, because
the initial search generated no relevant works.
The subsequent literature reviews on RA and TS
are presented in Figure 1. RA describes the
classification of a sentence based on its legibility.
Legibility, refers to “the sum of elements of textual
material that describe the understanding, reading
speed, and degree of interest in the material [10].” In
this paper, the term readability is used synonymously
with comprehensibility. In the area of RA, there is the
so-called readability classification in addition to
relative comparisons of legibility between sentences
and regression problems. In classification, the
respective text is assigned to a pre-defined class
depending on its readability level [10].
Table 2. Tasks text simplification
Process
Source*
Lexical Substitution
76
Sentence Splitting
38, 61, 76
Reordering
76
Paraphrasing
38, 61
Deletion
38, 61
*Note: Task at least mentioned
TS goes beyond the analytical nature of RA. The
aim is to reduce the complexity of a text and make it
easier to understand [31]. An overview on the set of
tasks is given in Table 2. Modifications to the input
took place either at word or at sentence level. The
difficulty of TS lies in the fact that, despite the
simplification of the sentence, it must not diminish the
meaning and expressiveness in the respective context.
Thus, the exchange of a certain word by a possibly
more widely used synonym (lexical substitution) can

Requirements
Task class/
Class 1:
Classification
Class 2:
Modification
Class 3:
Creation

lead to grammatical errors which tend to reduce the
overall understanding [76]. Grammatical changes like
word reordering or sentence splitting tend to cause
some syntactical errors, while sentences are not
always simplified [76]. Like RA, the ML solutions can
be divided into two categories: Statistical solutions
and artificial neural network solutions. Only the latter
are considered in this work. The reason for this is that
in the majority of articles found, this approach was
labeled pre-dominant [29, 75, 76]. Only one article
describes statistical solutions as the better choice [77].
The literature search on Scopus for RA using five
different strings resulted in 121 included hits. The
review on Google Scholar resulted in 72 articles. After
reading title/abstract/keywords and removing
duplicates 73 articles remained, of which an initial
amount of 20 articles was analyzed, before
adjustments were made. Only two articles of those 20
initially read articles dealt with RA to analyze single
sentences or short texts. We decided to discard articles
covering RA on longer documents (20 articles
analyzed, 40 out of 53 remaining articles on longer
documents were discarded, so 13 articles left on
sentence-level RA). The search was therefore adjusted
to balance the rate between document and sentence
level analyses. After working through the remaining
13 articles a forward-backward-search was conducted
on the papers that use RA for single sentences, in
which eight more articles have been identified and
subjected to a full-text analysis afterwards. In the end,
41 articles on RA via ML have been reviewed.
One goal for the review of TS was to avoid
another review process including several changing
search strings, as it was the case for RA. At first three
surveys on text simplification were reviewed to
identify important keywords for the upcoming
searches [42, 54, 55]. The final strings for Scopus and
Google Scholar are listed below:
TITLE-ABS-KEY("sentence simplification" OR "text
simplification") AND (LIMIT-TO(SUBJAREA, "COMP"))
AND (LIMIT-TO(PUBYEAR, 2019) OR LIMIT-TO
(PUBYEAR, 2018) OR LIMIT-TO(PUBYEAR, 2017) OR
LIMIT-TO(PUBYEAR,
2016))
AND
(LIMIT-TO(
LANGUAGE, "English"))
allintitle: "sentence simplification" OR "text simplification"

Table 1. Machine learning goals for requirement categories
Linguistic Understanding
Message Framing (Reaction)
Components and Content Order
Assess text difficulty

(Emotional) Reaction prediction

Adjust the difficulty of the
text
Automatic content creation
for a given difficulty level

Adjust the choice of words to
cause the desired reaction
Automatic content creation
according to the desired reaction

Check completeness and
correct order
Adjust the content and order of
information
Create crisis warnings
automatically
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The scope of analysis was adjusted based on the
review of the 29 identified articles. The so-called
sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq, see 4.2) deep learning
approach led to the best results in TS. Therefore, only
those models were considered further on. As a next
step, a forward-backward-search was conducted on the
seq2seq articles in which eight further articles on that
topic were localized. Additionally, potential updated
research of the identified authors was searched and
included. In total, 37 articles were reviewed. The
topics covered in TS showed a higher degree of
diversity than in RA, ranging from the construction of
corpora, that are datasets of texts for training, to
automated evaluation metrics. The research goal, as
well as architecture or evaluation model in question,
including features to classify texts (see 3.2 for specific
examples), the corpora (if existent) and model
performances were extracted for each article.

3. In-depth: Readability Assessment (RA)
3.1. Comparison to Traditional Formulas
Classical formulas in the field of RA, such as the
Flesch-Kincaid and Coleman-Liau indices [16], are
established tools in crisis management for the
evaluation of news on social media [53] and websites
[43]. However, these approaches reveal significant
limitations in terms of reliability when applied to texts
with fewer than 300 words [10, 26]. Also, they often
ignore important factors for legibility, such as
cohesion or ambiguities of individual words [10].
These limitations can lead to questionable results,
especially with the evaluation of shorter messages.
Hence, they do not seem suitable for the evaluation of
CC. In contrast, ML solutions are used in various
application-areas concerning the recognition and
evaluation of complex semantic features in texts [10,
13, 14, 37, 74]. Several neural networks based
solutions showed higher performances than statistical
methods for shorter texts, scoring spearman rank
correlations between around 0.5 and 0.7 from 25
respective 100 words, where statistical methods scored
only between 0.1 and 0.4 [37].

3.2. Machine Learning Approaches in
Readability Assessment
Within the reviewed RA articles, a general
distinction was made between two different
approaches to ML: Statistical machine learning
methods based on a fixed selection of features on the
one hand [10] and artificial neural network methods on
the other hand [37]. The evaluation of the features in

the statistical approach is trained by supervised ML
architectures [10]. Prerequisite is the sufficient
presentation of labeled training data for the respective
features, like for example of lexical (e.g. word
familiarity, ambiguous terms) or syntactic nature (e.g.
sentence complexity) [10]. As shown by Vajjalla and
Meurers (2014), features can also be of morphological,
psycholinguistic nature [66]. In their work,
morphological features include for example the
derivations or compositions of words. Among others,
Vajjala and Meurers name imageability or the age of
acquisition as psycholinguistic features [66]. Often the
number of features varies between 50 and 100 [9, 12,
14, 16, 44, 69, 74], sometimes more than 100 features
are used [21, 66, 69]. Dell'Orletta et al. (2014)
conclude that in a binary classification of Italian
newspaper articles using 14 features on document
level and 30 features on sentence level respectively, a
further increase of features did not lead to significant
performance improvement. It should be noted that this
cannot be transferred one-to-one to other texts and
languages, as levels of difficulty vary on the language
analyzed [15].
The overwhelming majority of the articles found
were based on the application of statistical solutions,
such as support vector machines [9, 13, 21, 30, 67, 78].
On the other hand, only few articles considered neural
networks. Two models use more complex deep
learning architectures that are not based on
comparatively simple neural networks [33, 37]. The
networks of Nadeem and Ostendorf (2018) are
equipped with a so-called attention head in four
different setups, which enables weighting the semantic
relevance of individual words and/or sentences [37].

3.3. Current Performance of Readability
Assessment
Table 3 and Table 4 illustrate the accuracy scores
of classification models run by the respective authors
according to the number of assignment classes. In each
study, text pieces are assigned depending on their
readability. If several classifications were run, the
setup scoring the best result is listed. In most cases the
sentences were divided into two classes only, or
compared in ranking procedures of two text pairs each.
According to the results, the performance of the
classification procedures tends to decline with an
increased number of classes, at least for document
level. In general, the accuracy of classification tends
to decline for shorter texts. One could reason
intuitively that a higher degree of difficulty stems from
a smaller amount of text. Still, many scores reach more
than 80% correct classifications. However, the highperformance values should not be overrated, because
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the performance highly depends on the complexity of
the datasets and therefore limits comparability.
Table 3. Document level classifications
Publication
#Classes Lang
Acc
Clercq and Hoste (2016)
2
Eng
96
Clercq and Hoste (2016)
2
Dut
98
Dalvean and Enkhbayar
(2018)
2
Eng
89
Mesgar and Strube (2018)
2
Eng
97
Curto et al. (2015)
3
Por
81
Razon and Barnden (2015)
3
Eng
95
Pilán and Volodina (2016)
4
Swe
72
Clercq and Hoste (2016)
5
Eng
71
Clercq and Hoste (2016)
5
Dut
73
Curto et al. (2015)
5
Por
75
Hartmann et al. (2016)
5
Por
52
Vajjala and Meurers (2014)
5
Eng
90
Jiang et al. (2015)
6
Eng
92
Jiang et al. (2015)
6
Chi
51
Huang et al. (2018)
7
Eng
42
Lang = Language, Eng = English, Dut = Dutch,
Por = Portuguese, Swe = Swedish, Chi = Chinese,
Acc = Accuracy

depending on the surrounding terms [68]. A special
case among the identified articles is the so-called
multi-head-attention transformer model, which
outperforms their RNN-based counterparts in two
studies [29, 77].

[9]

[14]

[12]

[46]

[21]

[24]

[22]

4. In-depth: Text Simplification (TS)
4.1. The Neuronal Sequence-to-Sequence
Approach
TS using complex deep learning solutions is
currently mostly based on the seq2seq approach. It
consists of the two following basic steps: encoding and
decoding [31]. In encoding a text sequence of any
length is accepted as input and an output vector is
calculated. This output vector serves as input for the
second step, decoding. Depending on the properties of
this vector, the output set is created word by word.
Some researchers tune their model by using
enhancements to improve performances. Guo et al.
(2018) influence the output values of their model by
results of two external auxiliary tasks [20]. Zhang and
Lapata (2017) define a reward function, that includes
several variables evaluating the potential reading flow,
simplicity and relevance of the content [75]. Zhang et
al. (2017) perform a purely lexical simplification of
individual words which must be included in the output
set [76]. Most TS solutions use subtypes of recurrent
neural networks [5, 20, 31, 39, 57, 60, 61, 68, 75, 76].
The use of recurrent neural networks (RNN) is
prevalent in the evaluation of languages, because the
respective output depends on the previous or
additionally subsequent inputs. This allows to select
the decision of the next word, when creating a sentence

Table 4. Sentence level classifications
Publication
#Classes Lang Acc
Ambati et al. (2016)
2*
Eng
78
Curtotti et al. (2015)
2
Eng
77
Liu and Matsumoto (2017)
2
Jap
84
Mesgar and Strube (2016)
2
Eng
76
Mukherjee et al. (2018)
2
Eng
90
Schumacher et al. (2016)
2*
Eng
84
Vajjala and Meurers
(2014)
2
Eng
66
Vajjala and Meurers
(2016)
2*
Eng
82
Azpiazu and Soledad Pera
(2016)
3
Eng
81
Stajner et al. (2016)
3
Eng
57
Pilán et al. (2016)
5
Swe
63
*Ranking procedure of two text pieces
Lang = Language, Eng = English, Jap = Japanese,
Swe = Swedish, Acc = Accuracy
[2]

[13]

[30]

[32]

[36]

[51]

[66]

[67]

[3]

[58]

[44]

4.2. Current Performance of Text
Simplification
Whether the given models for TS can already be
used effectively in CC depends largely on their
performances and ability to measure them efficiently.
Table 5 shows human evaluations between the
simplified model outputs and their original references
in the dimensions of grammaticality, adequacy
(i.e. meaning preservation) and simplicity of the text.
We harmonized the values to fit into a 1 – 5 scale to
improve comparability. Studies listed more than once
show numbers from different corpora. If several
models were tested, we selected the one with the best
simplicity score for each corpus. Surprisingly, an
increase in simplicity did not always result in losses in
terms of grammaticality or content adequacy. This
could be due to complexity differences of the given
references. In addition, the models tend to differ in the
number of simplification operations carried out,
ranging from simple lexical substitutions only to the
deletion and rephrasing of whole sentence-parts. A
precise assessment on the suitability of individual
models can hardly be made based on these values only,
especially since there is no threshold defined for
acceptance in CC.
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Table 5. Performances of text simplification models
Grammar Grammar Adequacy Adequacy Simplicity
Publication/Metric
Reference Model
Reference Model
Reference
Guo et al., 2018
4,97
4,73
4,08
3,18
3,83
Vu et al., 2018
4,58*
4,24
2,98*
3,03
3,99*
Vu et al., 2018
4,63*
4,57
3,97*
3,28
3,59*
Vu et al., 2018
4,59*
4,65
4,43*
3,95
2,38*
Sulem et al., 2018
4,8*
3,98
5*
3,33
3*
Zhang & Lapata, 2017
3,9*
3,65
2,81*
2,94
3,42*
Zhang & Lapata, 2017
3,74*
3,92
3,34*
3,36
3,13*
Zhang & Lapata, 2017
3,79*
2,60
3,72*
2,42
2,86*
Zhang et al., 2017
5
3,60
5
3,65
1

Simplicity
Model
4,62
3,45
3,81
2,90
3,68
3,1
3,55
3,52
2,62

Xu et al., 2016
5
4,5
5
4,16
0**
0,65**
Legend: Italic entries harmonized onto 1 – 5 Likert scale
*Reference is an already human-simplified sentence
**Average number of successful paraphrases of model (1,35 when sentence was simplified by humans)

5. Discussion
In this section, functions and challenges for
application in crisis communication will be discussed
for both readability assessment and text simplification.
For each subchapter we will discuss the applications
of CC and non-CC-specific corpora, as well as the
reliability of existing solutions in static and turbulent
environments. Additionally, for RA the challenges
include the improvement of shorter texts and
assessments towards reliability of binary- and multiclassifications. Finally, TS specific challenges remain
improving automatic performance measures and
balancing the simplification and meaning
preservation of simplified texts according to CC
standards.

5.1. Challenges for Readability Assessment in
Crisis Communication
The performance of ML approaches for single
sentences or short texts (e.g. tweets) is lower
compared to the document level scores, especially
with more than two assignment classes used. The
solutions found for shorter texts are often based on
rather simple binary classifications, leaving room for
improvement. Thus, common solutions for the
evaluation of Twitter messages are rather unsuitable
[3]. Nadeem and Ostendorf (2018) also note that in this
context statistical methods often deliver very poor
performances and point to the need for research
regarding effective deep learning models to address
this problem [37]. Still, there is potential to use RA
methods on both document and sentence level to
support crisis communications. Document RA could
support the creation of texts in rather static

Corpus
Newsela
Newsela
WikiSmall
WikiLarge
PWKP
Newsela
WikiSmall
WikiLarge
PWKP
Wiki by
Coster

environments, for example to check websites or
vouchers. Sentence RA might be even more important,
in case of short statements to the public, when timely
action is required. In that sense it could support
reaching the CC requirement of comprehensibility
through signalizing if a text meets or exceeds the
intended complexity. We recommend testing the
reliability of binary and multi-classifications in CC
contexts.
The potential added value of RA methods in CC
highly depends to a large extent on the availability of
sufficient high-quality training data [19]. There are
already several larger corpora that could serve as a
basis for initial tests. In line with the requirement to
use sixth grade level language or lower, initial tests
may be conducted using the WeeBit [65], or Common
Core corpus [17]. These datasets contain texts
classified by grade levels. It might also be discussed
whether it makes sense to perform manual annotations
for CC-specific corpora. Yaneva et al. (2017) conclude
that, although small domain-specific corpora are not
sufficient to produce a meaningful result, the data, in
conjunction with a large general corpus, can provide
improved performance in certain contexts [74].
Dell'Orletta et al. (2014) compared the performance of
a small data set, which was created by manually
selecting sentences, with some larger sets, in which the
texts were extracted automatically without insight
[15]. They recognized small advantages of the
complex manual annotation set [15]. In this respect,
the costly annotation of a corpus for CC might be a
useful investment, especially when considering the
danger of unknown jargon influencing the RA.
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5.2. Challenges for Text Simplification in
Crisis Communication
In theory, TS could enhance the analysis of RA by
automatically simplifying sentences that do not meet
the expected readability goals. While influencing the
complexity of the task, this could be accomplished in
any context where a text is to be received by the public
(as in the examples given in 5.1). TS extends from
analysis to modification, which explains the more
complex challenges that must be tackled, before
successfully adopting it in CC. Most of the following
shortcomings of current solutions affect the challenge
of balancing the goals of simplification and meaning
preservation.
The main challenge with TS is the difficulty in
recognizing words that are of central importance in a
particular context. In standard seq2seq architectures,
for example, there is no simple copying of the most
important words, which can sometimes lead to severe
losses in meaning preservation [5]. Often,
simplification operations would be performed without
considering the semantic relevance of individual
phrases in the context of the text [31]. Ma and Sun
(2017) extend their model by introducing a self-gated
encoder to the standard encoding [31]. This provides
input words with an additional factor that declares the
importance of individual words according to
information content and thus influences the inclusion
of words in the output record. Others use a pointergenerator-network [20, 29] or similar modifications
[5]. It enables the direct copy of a word into the output
record. A probability value is calculated, which
describes the inclusion on a new word from a
vocabulary. The pointer-copy-network [29] is
specifically dedicated to deal with out-of-vocabulary,
words that the model was not trained with and whose
meaning and relevance is therefore unknown.
However, current models in the use of out-ofvocabulary are still very immature [29, 57]. From the
CC perspective, the solution of this problem is
particularly relevant as correct processing of domainspecific technical terms must be regarded as essential
for communication with the population. Deleting or
incorrectly replacing out-of-vocabulary could
seriously affect the understanding of a message,
especially if the recipient is under stress.
TS models show significant performance losses,
especially with longer and syntactically more complex
sentences [29], which could emerge due to the
insufficient storage capacity of longer dependencies in
LSTM models [68]. Attempts that facilitate the
recognition of longer dependencies include the
pointer-generator-network [29], and a neuralsemantic-encoder,
which
stores
additional

dependencies in an additional matrix [68]. Sulem et al.
(2018) try to address this problem by first performing
a sentence splitting step that converts complex
sentences into single shorter ones, which led to an
increase in simplification operations [60].
Common TS models tend to underestimate the
number of possible changes to a text or sentence [8].
Furthermore, neural networks specialize in the
application of frequently occurring rules, so that
difficulties can arise in syntactic exceptions [77]. This
may result in the output not being optimally simplified
or grammatically incorrect. One solution is the
sentence splitting, which drastically increased the set
of operations in a given dataset [60]. With regards to
CC, the correctness of simplifications is indispensable.
Hence, the correctness of simplification should be a
more important goal than maximizing the operations
performance. For crisis-warnings it has been shown
that an increased amount of information resulted in
higher message credibility [48, 62], resulting in a risk
of gaining comprehensibility at the cost of
completeness and ultimately credibility. The potential
trade-off
between
comprehensibility
and
completeness is what we see as one of the main
challenges to deploy TS successfully not only in rather
static areas as websites, where some errors might be
forgiven, but in rapidly evolving in-crisis-scenarios
where credibility and trust in crisis managers is an
important goal.
Deep learning solutions do not require manually
defined rules for performing operations, but large
amounts of training data instead. As with RA, those
should preferably be available in annotated sentence
pairs [77]. It was found that the current amount of
annotated corpora is insufficient for TS [1, 45, 50, 71].
In addition, existing data sets were criticized for their
lack of quality. The main complaint covered the
existence of only one single simplified alternative
[75]. Wikipedia datasets seem inefficient, as only half
of the sentence pairs analyzed were actual
simplifications [73]. Also, the low agreement of
human annotators in the creation of manual corpora
was criticized [8]. As with RA, the question arises as
to whether CC specific corpora should be created.
The works in Table 5 also use automatic
performance metrics to compare models more
efficiently, compared to costly human evaluations.
The problem is that the most popular metrics have
been criticized heavily in former works and seem
fairly unreliable to use in a real-world context [8, 56,
58, 59]. Therefore, we decided to not rely on these
rather controversial metrics and leave this issue open
for further research.
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6. Limitations and Conclusion
In the area of linguistic comprehension, the RA
performance shows decent potential through its
successful application in other contexts, especially in
the evaluation of longer documents. Since ML
techniques were often described as superior to
traditional methods, it should be of interest to examine
the existing possibilities regarding CC. Meanwhile the
assessment of TS solutions does not seem possible at
this stage without initial testing. The main reasons for
this are the unreliable evaluation methods of the output
sequences and the scores of human evaluations which
are difficult to interpret.
For both ML tasks, however, there is still no
training data tailored to CC. Depending on the task, it
should be examined whether existing corpora already
achieve sufficient performance. Future pilot studies on
the implementation of initial solutions could therefore
examine the potential presumed in this work. First
tests on existing architectures and the potential value
of generating crisis communication specific training
corpora could provide more in-depth assessment on
the application of ML in CC. For RA, an initial binary
classification of crisis management documents or
websites could possibly be carried out first using a
large publicly accessible corpus, which classifies the
texts into below or at acceptable level or above
acceptable level, respectively. In case of TS, a first
pilot study could provide initial insights into what
results are possible with existent corpora. In any case,
the lack of datasets to train the respective ML models
seems to be one of the main problems in both tasks.
The ML tasks included here are based on the
previously identified requirements of CC to messages
in text form shown in Table 1. Further research could
dive deeper into message requirements other than
linguistic understanding. An area of particular interest
would be the category of message framing. As
mentioned in the beginning, this category deals with
the emotional reaction and influence on the receiver. It
would be interesting to see if current techniques of ML
handle this task, to assess the effect of messages before
sending. The topic of automated message creation was
also underrepresented in the research and could be
subject of future research. Overall, the different
utilizations of machine learning in textual crisis
communication remain widely unexplored.
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